A bird’s-eye view
on bulk
TO STAY ON TOP OF YOUR GAME IN A SHRINKING WORLD, YOU
NEED TO KNOW WHAT’S HAPPENING IN THE GLOBAL BULK WINE
MARKET AND UNDERSTAND HOW DEMAND AND PRODUCTION
AFFECT THE SOUTHERN TIP OF AFRICA. YOU NEED TO MAKE YOUR
PRESENCE FELT AT THE WORLD BULK WINE EXHIBITION.

BY WANDA AUGUSTYN
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BULK WINE REPRESENTS an ever-increasing proportion of all the

wine traded and shipped around the globe, making it a sector you
can’t afford to ignore. With 34% of wine exported worldwide in
bulk format, this category is worth an R40.1 billion annually and
is continuing to grow in importance.
THE GLOBAL PICTURE

Spain remains the world’s biggest producer of bulk wine, but
volumes were down by 17% in 2018 compared with the previous
year due to extreme heat waves at significant
times during the harvest period that resulted in
a smaller crop. Despite the smaller harvest, the
value of Spain’s exports rose by 12.5%. Australia
is the world’s second largest bulk wine exporter,
shipping 428 596 000 litres in 2018 and realising
growth in both volume (16.6%) and value (a
whopping 26.9%) compared with the previous
year.
Italy is firmly in third place, exporting
375 194 000 litres (down 26.5% compared
with 2017), while South Africa is in fifth place
with 251 089 532 litres in volume (-8%) and
R2 182 306 163 in value (up 7%% compared with
2017). The South African picture for 2019 looks
less rosy with statistics showing bulk wine exports
declined by 30% in volume and 17% in value
compared with the previous year.
Chile’s (4th) bulk wine exports have also declined since 2017
to 319 774 000 litres, while neighbouring Argentina saw a
continued increase in overseas volume shipments that were up
from 34 744 000 litres in 2017 to 84 262 000 litres in 2018. The
US saw a surge in bulk wine exports with volumes up 11% from
167 036 000 litres in 2017 to 185 415 000 in 2018 and a 9%
growth in value.
Despite these ups and downs the overall global market has
returned to a manageable size that will likely result in more
balanced trading. Although traditional markets such as Spain
and Italy are still world favourites, buyers are clearly looking for
new challenges and new production areas that offer better value
for money. This is probably why Moldova, Hungary and Ukraine
have popped up on their radar in recent years and are now among
the world’s top 12 bulk wine export countries.

With a more balanced market likely to emerge, steadier trading
conditions are set to stay. Despite ongoing political and economic
uncertainties such as Brexit and the looming trade war between
America and China, bulk wine prices for the near future are more
likely to go up than down, according to Rabobank.
AN 360-DEGREE OVERVIEW OF WBWE
Every year 80% of the world’s bulk wine suppliers gather
under one roof at the World Bulk Wine Exhibition (WBWE) in
Amsterdam. The event offers them a platform to discuss new
trends in a constantly changing sector. It’s also an opportunity for
major international players in the field to do new deals, making it
a must for South African wine businesses.
“Although the timing of this show is more geared to the
Northern Hemisphere as they are all showing their current
vintage, it’s important for us to meet with our customers and have
a good catch-up to find out what’s trending, what new wine styles
buyers are looking for and to get production forecasts that help us
plan our coming harvest,” Mountain Ridge Wines manager Justin
Corrans says. “There’s a lot of misinformation on the market. It’s
best to find out for yourself by attending the show so you can
make informed decisions.”
Lutzville Vineyards international marketing and brand manager
Anneli Karsten agrees. “We’re the second biggest single cellar
in South Africa and a major source and supplier of bulk wine
globally. The WBWE is the world’s leading bulk wine fair and
draws high-profile international bulk wine buyers and customers.
Besides having the opportunity to meet our international bulk
wine customers at one event, it’s also an ideal platform to explore
new markets and meet new potential
customers. The timing is also perfect from a
2021 financial year and budget perspective.
Information gathered here gives us a good
idea as far as 2020 harvest prices and
volumes are concerned.”
THE ART
The 11th WBWE held in November last
year
did not disappoint with 260 wineries
OF
and 450 producers from 24 different
BLENDING countries vying for attention. A total of 6
professionals from 60 nationalities
WINE 000
visited the show. Established producer
countries Spain, France, Italy, Argentina,
South Africa, Chile and Australia again had
substantial representation, but new market
players Moldova, Romania, Bulgaria and
Macedonia enjoyed significant prominence,
putting them in a competitive position in terms of both production
and quality.
Quality and diversity were the buzzwords and wineries offering
premium bulk easily secured sales, at the same time ensuring
traceability and choosing the final destination for their highranked wines. The offering was diverse and ranged from wines
with a designation of origin/protected geographical indication
varietal wines and sparkling wines to aromatised wines such as
vermouth, brandy and other spirits.
“The WBWE did not disappoint in terms of interaction,
sales and networking,” Anneli says. “This was our ninth year at
the show and I’m pleased with all the meetings, contacts and
possibilities resulting from
3 our attendance. Full schedules meant
great meetings with current and new customers and discussing
contracts, prices and 2020 volumes. I was impressed with the
quality attendance at the fair.”
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In recent years the small global harvests have put pressure
on buyers and producers alike to find the right contacts to sell
and buy wine. The smaller harvests have affected buyers’ ability
to source wine from their usual suppliers, forcing many to look
for new producers from other countries. After two vintages of
ongoing supply disruption in various countries, the wine world
has regained its equilibrium. There’s even a possible surplus
scenario, resulting in a drastic change to how business was done
at the previous two shows. Given these global pressures, is South
African wine still on buyers’ shopping lists?
“It definitely is,” Justin says. “Although the generic pricing from
Spanish and Argentinian producers is competitive they generally
have a low-alcohol offering and should not be seen as competition
for our quality cultivar offering. Buyers were definitely more
interested in South Africa after having had limited supply over
the past few years as a result of drought. And although we’ve seen
much-needed price increases for the South African wine industry,
our quality offering for cultivar wines is still relatively inexpensive.
If we offer distinctive quality and are able to back our claims with
a combined marketing effort we should be able to unlock more
value for our industry.”
GOING FORWARD IN A TOUGH ECONOMIC CLIMATE
Origin Wine cofounder and managing director Bernard Fontannaz
agrees this year’s WBWE was much more promising for South
African producers. “It was good to be back in the game so to
speak. Considering we had to limit our offers during the previous
two years, this year was a refreshing experience.
“Yes, the market is tough. Argentina and California offer
extremely good value and the wheel has turned. We’re back into
a surplus scenario and this reality applies to all. If we don’t align
ourselves with the current world wine market situation and
become commercially savvy, we as an industry will face some
serious problems in South Africa come the middle of the year. The
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past two vintages did some damage to our markets as the export
statistics prove. We’ll need some hard work to regain our lost
market share and avoid falling into a surplus situation with all the
consequences linked to it. Rather be proactive and commercially
aggressive now to avoid surprises later on.”
“The general forecast for the South African crop is that it will
be slightly bigger than last year’s so the large volumes of 2019
in some cellars is concerning,” Anneli says. “I hope the industry
will be able to maintain the higher prices which enabled us to
rectify the price deficits of the past. I also believe in building good
relationships and pursuing long-term sustainable markets. There
are always opportunities if you work hard, are honest and reliable,
and deliver quality products and service.

TOP TAKE-HOME MESSAGES FROM WBWE 2019

• Global oversupply of entry-level wines is a reality.
•

Competition is tough and low-priced wines from Spain,
Argentina and Chile are a factor.

•

Merely offering good quality wines at competitive prices won’t necessarily guarantee business.

•

There’s no loyalty in speculative markets; these transactions are not sustainable.

•

South Africa needs favourable trade agreements with
the major wine-consuming countries to make us a more
competitive option than Chile and Australia.

•

Pinotage and Chenin Blanc were in demand, confirming the trend towards more authentic and distinct
grape varieties.

the Art
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Blending
Wine
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